REENTRY SIMULATION
WHAT'S IT
LIKE TO
GET OUT OF
PRISON?

EMPATHY. ACTION. CHANGE

"I'm usually an optimistic person, but I found this simulation soul destroying! I
couldn't do anything right!... I felt that I was being set up for failure, however
hard I tried to follow the system."- Simulation Participant

WHAT'S IT LIKE TO GET OUT OF PRISON?
The Reentry Simulation illustrates the enormous
challenges faced by those returning from
incarceration. The simulation raises awareness,
outrage and empathy about the reentry process and
makes obvious for any audience the need for more
creative solutions and compassion for those impacted.
The Reentry Simulation works to answer the following
questions:
Who is coming out of prison & what’s the first
month like for them?
Why do some people go back to prison after their
release?
What can be done to increase the likelihood of
success for people reentering their communities?

QUICK LINKS:
>> LEARN MORE ON OUR SITE
>> REENTRY SIMULATION VIDEO
>> SCHEDULE A SIMULATION

WWW.REINVENTINGREENTRY.ORG

"My experience with the re-entry simulation for prisoners was an eyeopener. As I started my "pretend" process back into the real world, I became
confused as to what I needed to do first. I was given quite a good start, but it was
still a very big challenge." - Simulation Participant

95% OF OUR 2.3 MILLION INCARCERATED AMERICANS
WILL BE RELEASED BACK INTO OUR COMMUNITIES.
Of those, approximately 58% will return to
prison within three years. The way we treat our
formerly incarcerated citizens is taking a huge toll on
our communities and economy.
Inmates will be released into diverse communities with
various levels of support, resources and motivation.
However, most of them experience the same
challenges and feelings of hopelessness and failure.
It's time for a change. It's time to Reinvent Reentry.

THE REENTRY SIMULATION
The Reentry Simulation is an interactive event that
creates an incredibly strong, eye-opening probation
experience in just two hours. Participants have the
opportunity to experience the challenges inmates
face upon release from prison. This simulation is great
for universities, office headquarters, conferences,
associations, and more.
Participants are given the identity of a former
prisoner, their crime, educational level, place to live,
and amount of money they’ve managed to save. They
receive instructions for court-ordered obligations
they must complete each week for the first month of
freedom. Fifteen minutes represents one week. At the
end of each fifteen minutes, they are evaluated for
progress or failure.

The setting requires one large room lined with
rectangular tables representing service providers,
jobs, halfway houses, DES, court, prison, etc. The
center of the room is set up theater style for the
briefings.
The participants have an opportunity for audience
engagement to share feelings about the experience.
as well as seek solutions to these complex and
difficult issues.

QUICK LINKS:
>> LEARN MORE ON OUR SITE
>> REENTRY SIMULATION VIDEO
>> SCHEDULE A SIMULATION
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SAMPLE ROOM LAYOUT:
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SAMPLE PARTICIPANT LIFE PLAN:
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